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We report on a mechanism for ordering of self-assembling InP quantum dots which are prepared by
molecular-beam epitaxy on a strained In0.61Ga0.39P buffer layer on~001! GaAs. A pronounced alignment of InP
nanoscale clusters is observed along the^110& directions. This phenomenon is attributed to the diffusion of
surface adatoms driven by the stress of misfit dislocations confined at the In0.61Ga0.39P/GaAs interface.
@S0163-1829~96!08931-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant research effort is devoted to studying the evo-
lution of surface morphology and the self-assembling of co-
herently strained islands in heteroepitaxy. Recent work has
focussed on self-assembling InAs, InxGa12xAs or InP is-
lands on a GaAs substrate, because self-assembling provides
a maskless technique for fabricating quantum dots with di-
mensions on the order of 10 nm.1–5 The formation of islands
is based on the transition from two-dimensional van der
Merwe growth to three-dimensional Stranski-Krastanov~SK!
growth. Due to the SK growth mode the islands nucleate on
top of a wetting layer which is typically between 1 and 2 ML
thick.4 Self-assembling has been described by means of sur-
face diffusion of atoms due to the reduction of the surface
chemical potential during growth6,7 or influenced by diffu-
sion barriers at the island edges.8 The driving mechanism to
self-assembling is the partial elastic relaxation within the is-
lands taking into account the surface free energy on island
facets.9,10 A challenge in the field of self-organized crystal
growth is to learn how to order the self-assembling islands.
Different approaches to ordering of quantum dots based on
non-~001! or patterned substrates have been suggested.11–14

Other researchers have observed an ordering of islands along
short line segments either on~001! or on off-oriented
GaAs.2,12 This effect is attributed to an undulation of the
surface by macrosteps which are formed during epitaxy due
to step bunching.15

Another effect causing surface undulations originates
from the strain field of misfit dislocations.16 The mechanism
to strain relaxation requires an epilayer thickness above the
equilibrium critical thickness, which is characterized by the
start of dislocation glide while leaving a residual strain.17

Most of the dislocations in strain-relaxed epitaxial III-V het-
erostructures with small misfit~<2%! are of 60° type, hav-
ing an angle of 60° between Burgers vector and line direc-
tion. Long segments of 60° dislocations form at the interface
between substrate and epilayer by dislocation nucleation or
glide of threading dislocations.18 The misfit dislocations in
~001!-oriented III-V heterostructures extend along the two
perpendicular̂ 110& directions parallel to the surface, form-
ing an orthogonal array at the interface between substrate
and epilayer. In this paper we report on the strong alignment
of InP islands caused by preferential island formation on a

strained In0.61Ga0.39P buffer layer modulated by an array of
60°-misfit dislocations.

II. EXPERIMENT

The epitaxial layers are grown by solid-source molecular-
beam epitaxy on~001! GaAs. A special GaP decomposition
cell is used as phosphorus source.19 We deposit the layers at
a growth rate of 1 ML/s by applying a group-V beam equiva-
lent pressure of typical 531026 Torr. The InxGa12xP layers
are grown at a substrate temperature of 480 °C for which the
surface reconstruction is~231!. As a buffer layer we deposit
a 200-nm GaAs film on the GaAs substrate followed by a
150-nm-thick strained In0.61Ga0.39P layer. The thickness of
the In0.61Ga0.39P layer is selected at slightly above the critical
thickness for plastic strain relaxation. The degree of relax-
ation is small, thus only a few well-separated misfit disloca-
tions are formed at the GaAs/In0.61Ga0.39P interface. On top
of the In0.61Ga0.39P layer we deposit 1.5 ML InP at a growth
rate of 0.5 ML/s. The growth mode transition from two-
dimensional growth to island formation is clearly indicated
by reflection high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED!
showing a spotty pattern after the deposition of 1.5 ML InP.

We have investigated the structural properties of the
strained In0.61Ga0.39P layer by double crystal x-ray diffracto-
metry. The layer composition and the degree of relaxation
are estimated from 004 and 224 x-ray rocking curves. The
evaluation of x-ray data indicates that the In0.61Ga0.39P layer
is anisotropically relaxed with the degree of relaxation being
about 12% into@11̄0# and about 14% into@110#. Knowing
the degree of relaxation we can calculate the dislocation den-
sity into the corresponding crystal direction assuming that
the dislocations are of 60° type. The linear density of dislo-
cations isrhkl52&Rhkle0/ae , whereRhkl is the degree of
relaxation into@hkl#, e050.93% is the lattice misfit between
In0.61Ga0.39P and GaAs, andae is the lattice constant of the
In0.61Ga0.39P epilayer. We obtain the line density of disloca-
tions, which is r1105

1
150 nm21 into @110# and r1 1̄05

1
180

nm21 into the perpendicular direction. The second sample
has a 150-nm-thick In0.64Ga0.36P layer with higher disloca-
tion densities ofr11051/60 nm21 andr1 1̄051/100 nm21.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows an atomic force microscopy~AFM! image
of the InP islands on the In0.61Ga0.39P buffer layer. The size
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of individual InP islands varies between 20 and 30 nm in
diameter and 5 and 10 nm in height. A pronounced align-
ment over a distance of more than 4mm oriented along the
@110# direction is observed. Also, a much weaker accumula-
tion of islands can be seen along lines, which extend along
the two orthogonal̂ 110& directions. We have performed
AFM scans at larger and different areas of the specimen. The
AFM investigations clearly indicate that the lines of accumu-
lated islands along thê110& directions are randomly distrib-
uted. Most of these lines are more than 50mm long and
separated by at least 1–5mm. Nearly all islands are slightly
elongated along the@110# direction, which is the direction of
the highest degree of relaxation. Figure 2 indicates an AFM
scan of the sample with the In0.64Ga0.36P buffer layer having
a higher dislocation density. The surface of the buffer layer
shows a characteristic undulated morphology. The InP dots
are preferentially nucleated on top of the surface undulations,
whereas nearly no island is nuclated in the valley regions.
Additionally, we observe elliptic islands, which are elon-

gated along the direction perpendicular to the surface waves.
In contrast to these dot arrangements we observe a statistical
distribution of the self-assembling InP islands for lattice
matched In0.5Ga0.5P buffer layers on~001! GaAs substrate.

Figure 3 shows a@110# cross-sectional transmission elec-
tron micrograph~TEM! of the 150-nm-thick In0.61Ga0.39P
layer on GaAs substrate. The specimen has been tilted by
nearly 30° around the@11̄0# axis to image the dislocation
network. At the In0.61Ga0.39P/GaAs interface we observe
misfit dislocations. We distinguish between misfit disloca-
tions parallel to@11̄0#, so calleda dislocations and disloca-
tions into the@110# direction which areb dislocations. The
in-plane dislocations shown in Fig. 3 area dislocations,
whereas the short segments marked by arrows correspond to
b dislocations. In addition, we observe V-shaped inclined
tips and threading dislocations extending into the substrate.
The distance of the twob dislocations is about 20 nm; how-
ever, the distance to the next accumulatedb dislocations is
on the order of several hundred nanometers. Similar arrange-
ments of accumulatedb dislocations have been observed for
strain-relaxed III-V compounds by Lefebvre and
Ulhaq-Bouillet.20 They proposed a dislocation multiplication
mechanism which produces closely spacedb dislocations
with identical Burgers vectors by formation of the typical
V-shaped tips and dislocation loops extending deep into the
substrate. On top of the In0.61Ga0.39P buffer layer we observe
the InP islands. TEM micrographs from different areas of
the specimen show a preferential arrangement of the islands
in the vicinity of accumulatedb dislocations. A typical con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 3. Islands are observed near the
intersection between a~111! glide plane and the surface.

The correlation between misfit dislocations and the align-
ment of islands is confirmed by the evaluation of the AFM
height profile shown in Fig. 1. We determine the areal den-
sity r~r !5h~r !/V of InP lattice sites in the volume of islands,
where h~r ! is the height profile of islands at the place

FIG. 1. Atomic force microscopy~AFM! image of an
In0.61Ga0.39P buffer layer with InP islands formed from 1.5 ML InP.
Islands are accumulated on surface ridges along both^110& direc-
tions. There is a strong alignment of lnP dots on one ridge extend-
ing along@110#.

FIG. 2. AFM image of an In0.64Ga0.36P buffer layer with InP
islands. We observe a pronounced accumulation of islands on top of
surface undulations. Nearly no InP dot is detected in the valleys of
the undulations. The islands are elongated along@110#.

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional bright field TEM of the specimen with
g5220 excitation. The GaAs substrate, the InxGa12xP layer, and
some InP islands are shown. Intersecting dislocations are seen at the
InxGa12xP/GaAs interface. Some dislocations extend into the sub-
strate.
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r on the surface andV is the volume of a lattice site. Figure
4~a! shows the areal density of InP lattice sites averaged
along @110# plotted against the@11̄0# direction. The maxi-
mum density corresponding to the aligned islands is
4.231015 cm22, whereas the density averaged over the
whole area is 1.231014 cm22 due to 0.2 ML InP. The surface
profile of the In0.61Ga0.39P buffer layer as shown in Fig. 4~b!
is determined from the AFM image after subtracting the InP
islands. The surface amplitude averaged along@110# is plot-
ted against the@11̄0# direction perpendicular to the lines of
islands. There are at least six ridgesr1 . . . r6 with an am-
plitude above the noise level. Between the ridgesr1 andr2
there is a weak accumulation of small islands with an InP
density of 231014 cm22. The surface ridger3 with the larg-
est amplitude corresponds to the position of the aligned is-
lands. In addition, there is a weak accumulation of islands
with a maximum InP density of 5.631014 cm22 betweenr4
andr5. The ridger6 has only half of the amplitude ofr3 but
it is not correlated to any significant island accumulation.
The dotted line fitting the shape of the ridger3 indicates the
surface displacement of four closely spacedb dislocations at
the In0.61Ga0.39P/GaAs interface calculated in isotropic elas-
ticity. The ridgesr1, r2, r4, andr5 originate from single
dislocations, andr6 has the same amplitude as two accumu-
lated b dislocations. The symmetric shape ofr6 indicates,
that this ridge probably originates from two dislocations hav-
ing different orientation of the Burgers vector.

There is also a weak accumulation of islands along the
perpendicular@11̄0# direction. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! indicate
the density of InP and the amplitude of the buffer layer plot-
ted against@110# both averaged along@11̄0#. The amplitude
shows three ridges corresponding to singlea dislocations
and one ridge due to two accumulateda dislocations. We

observe an accumulation of islands with an averaged density
of about 331014 InP sites per cm2 in the vicinity of the two
closely spaceda dislocations, but there is not any accumu-
lation near the single dislocations.

IV. DISCUSSION

We will discuss the correlation between atomic displace-
ment on the surface and the stress field of misfit dislocations.
The 60°-misfit dislocations cause an undulation of the sur-
face originating from displacements and strain fields. The
surface displacement of a single straight 60° dislocation is
produced by glide of threading segments or dislocation
loops. For example, if a dislocation loop with a Burgers vec-
tor b5a/2@1̄01# glides on a~1̄11! plane from the surface
towards the substrate, a surface step along@110# with the
height a/2 is formed, wherea is the lattice constant. The
corresponding profile of the step depends on the distanced
between the misfit dislocation and the surface. We have cal-
culated the surface profile in the isotropic approximation ap-
plying a complex Airy stress functionF as described by
Muskhelishvili.14 The stress functionF is determined using
the method of image dislocations.15 We obtain the stress
function,

F~z!5
bm

4p~12n! F @2 i ~z1 i !eiw1 i ~ z̄2 i !e2 iw# lnS z1 i

z2 i D
22

z̄2 i

z2 i
eiwG , ~1!

whereb is the length of the Burgers vector,m is the shear
modulus,n is the Poisson ratio,w is the angle between sur-
face and glide plane, andz5x1 iy . The coordinatesx andy
are the distances in@110# and@001# in units of the distanced
between the surface and a dislocation located atz52 i and
extending into@11̄0#. It can be easily shown that the real part
of F is a biharmonic function because it has the form
F5C z̄1x, wherec andx are analytic. Then, the function

FIG. 4. ~a! The areal density of InP lattice sites in the islands
obtained from Fig. 1 averaged along@110# is plotted against the
distance from the left lower corner of the AFM image along@11̄0#.
The peak at 3600 nm indicates the position of the strongly aligned
islands.~b! The averaged AFM amplitude of the buffer layer with-
out the islands~lower curve, solid line! fits to the surface displace-
ment~dotted line! of four dislocations placed at about 3700 nm. The
upper curve indicates the lateral stress of InP cells on the surface
originating from the four dislocations. Compressively strained and
tensile regions are indicated.

FIG. 5. ~a! The areal density of InP lattice sites and~b! the
surface profile obtained from the image in Fig. 1 both averaged
along @11̄0# are plotted against the distance from the left lower
corner of the AFM image along@110#. There is a weak accumula-
tion of islands near two closely spaced dislocations but no accumu-
lation at the surface steps of single dislocations.
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F allows us to determine both the stress tensorsi j and the
complex displacementu1 iv using the following equations:

sxx1syy54ReF ddz C~z!G ,
syy2sxx12isxy52

d2

dz2
F~z!, ~2!

and

2m~u1 iv !5~324n!C2
d

dz
F~z!.

A straightforward calculation results in the surface displace-
ment ~at y50!:

u1 iv5
b

pFe2 iwarctan~x!2eiw
x1 i

x211G , ~3!

which does not depend on the elastic constants, and the sur-
face stress,

sxx5
4bm

p~12n!

x

~11x2!2
@ x cos~w!2sin~w!#, ~4!

which is propoprtional to 1/d. Other components of the
stress tensor at the surface aresxy5syy5szy50 andszz
5nsxx, not taking into account the screw component of the
dislocation. For a 60° dislocation we getbcos~w!5
a/(2A2) andbsin~s!5a/2.

We have plotted the total displacementv ~dotted line! and
the lateral stresssxx ~upper curve! of InP cells on the buffer
layer distorted by four dislocations with Burgers vector
a/2 @101# and with @110# line direction in Fig. 4~b!. The
stresssxx is obtained by inserting the elastic constantsm
52.2331010 J/m3 andn50.360 for InPinto Eq.~4!. We
additionally introduce the discontinuity in the calculated dis-
placementv to include the step originating from dislocation
glide on the (111) plane. The AFM profile for the large
surface ridger3 fits well to the calculated displacement of
four closely spacedb dislocations.

Due to the Stransky-Krastanov growth mode the forma-
tion of coherently strained islands is correlated to the smaller
energy of the islands than the energy of the flat film. We will
estimate the difference in the strain energyDW of an InP unit
cell on the strained In0.61Ga0.39P and an InP cell on the ridge
of a dislocation. The energy difference is

DW5 1
2 e i js i j2W0'e0~11n!sxx , ~5!

neglecting the screw component, whereW052m~1
1n!/~12n!e0

2 is the strain energy of an InP cell on GaAs and
e050.0367 is the lattice mismatch between InP and GaAs.
The maximum stresssxx of InP placed at the step of one
dislocation is 4.13107 J/m3. By Eq. ~5! we obtain the energy
differenceDW58.23106 J/m3 in the case of four disloca-
tions being 6.4% of the energyW0.

In the following we consider the influence of the mass
transport in the 1.5-ML-thick InP film along the surfacebe-
fore the islands are formed. As indicated by RHEED the
wetting layer first grows two dimensionally, then the islands

evolve several secondsafter the deposition of the InP film.
Therefore, we assume diffusion of atoms in the wetting layer
along thex direction perpendicular to the surface ridge of a
60°-misfit dislocation by neglecting three-dimensional
growth in the initial stage of epitaxy. Following the Nernst-
Einstein relation the surface flux of atoms is proportional to
the gradient of the chemical potential on the surface. After
Srolovitz6 the chemical potential of a nonuniformly stressed
solid on the surface is

m~x!5m01gk~x!V1 1
2 e i j ~x!skl~x!V, ~6!

wherem0 is the chemical potential of the unstressed surface,
g is the surface energy,k is the curvature of the film, andV
is the volume of a lattice site. The surface flux leads to a
time-dependent change in the local densityn(x,t) of the at-
oms given by the rate equation and the Nernst-Einstein equa-
tion

]n~x,t !

]t
52¹•J~x,t !1F'2

DSd

kBT
Ve0~11n!

]2sxx

]x2
1F,

~7!

whereJ is the flux along the surface,F is the atomic flux
from the vapor phase onto the surface,Ds is the surface
diffusivity, d is the density of lattice sites, andkBT is the
thermal energy. In Eq.~7! we neglect the influence of the
curvature sincegk ~g'2 J/m2! is smaller than 2.23104 J/m3

which is small compared to the maximum strain energyDW
@Eq. ~5!#. Figure 6 shows the surface profile of the disloca-
tion placed at zero and the normalized rated3]n/]t for zero
flux ~F50! plotted against the normalized distancex/d from
the dislocation. By using this normalization all quantities are
independent on the thicknessd of the buffer layer. We as-
sume the diffusivity Ds58.4531026 exp~20.83 eV/kT!
cm2/s of the In atoms on InxGa12xP as proposed for the

FIG. 6. The change in the local density of the wetting layer
(]n/]t)d3 ~lower curve! calculated by Eq.~6! is plotted against the
lateral distancex/d from the dislocation, whered is the distance
between dislocation and surface. The upper curve indicates the sur-
face displacement of the dislocation located at zero. The wetting
layer is accumulated atx1 and it is depleted atx2 due to diffusion of
surface adatoms. The parameters areDs58.4531026exp~20.83
eV/kT! cm2/s andT5480 °C.
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growth of Ge islands on Si.7 The wetting layer is accumu-
lated near the maximum rate at20.43d and it is depeleted
near 0.22d. The regions of accumulation or depletion extend
in a range on the order of the layer thicknessd5150 nm. The
distance between step edge and the region of highest density
is about 40 nm, and between the step and the region of small-
est density it is about 140 nm. For a single dislocation the
maximum of]n/]t is 3.131012 cm22 s21 and the minimum
is 23.631012 cm22 s21. After the deposition of 1.5 ML InP
the averaged density of lattice sites in the wetting layer is
n058.731014 cm22. If we assume a diffusion time oft5
10 sad hocand a lateral stresssxx for the four accumulated
dislocations we find the maximum densityn5n01t]n/]t of
9.931014 cm22, which is 1.7 ML InP in the vicinity of the
step edge and the minimum density of 7.331014 cm22 being
about 1.3 ML.

For InP deposition on an unstrained InxGa12xP buffer the
islands start to nucleate when the wetting layer is at least 1.5
ML thick.14 The island density strongly depends on the film
thickness above the critical thickness for island formation.
For example, in the case of InAs on GaAs the island density
is two orders of magnitude higher for an InAs coverage of
1.75 ML than the density for 1.55 ML.3 Therefore, we expect
a pronounced accumulation of islands in the vicinity of the
step edge and the depletion of islands at a distance of 140 nm
apart from the step edge originating from the density fluc-
tuations in the wetting layer. The comparison with the ex-
perimental data~see Fig. 1 and Fig. 4! indicate that there is a
region between 130 and 230 nm distance from the stepr3
where the density of islands is nearly zero.

Furthermore, there may be an influence of the step edges
on the alignment of self-assembling islands similar to the
alignment of InAs islands along short segments at
macrosteps.3 First, the step edge causes an energy barrier to
diffusion ~Schwoebel barrier!.15 Second, the binding energy
of an atom is lower at a step edge than in the flat region
beside the step.9 However, our experimental data indicate
that the step edge of a single or double dislocation does not
cause any alignment of islands along any^110& direction. In
the vicinity of some smaller steps there is an accumulation of
islands but no alignment. In this case, the island accumula-

tion originates from the larger density of the wetting layer on
the ridge. Since the position of the strongly aligned islands
on the ridger3 coincides with the macrostep of the four
accumulatedb dislocations, it is probable that this macrostep
additionally influences the position of the islands, most
likely, originating from the pronounced curvaturek of this
macrostep@see Eq.~6!#.

Therefore, we conclude, that the nucleation of islands is
favored by the surface diffusion of the wetting layer in the
stress field of accumulated misfit dislocations. Additionally,
the elongated shape of islands along the direction of the
highest degree of plastic strain relaxation indicates that the
anisotropic surface stress influences even the three-
dimensional growth of the islands. This modulation of the
local growth rate may also influence the evolution of ‘‘cross
hatching,’’ i.e., the surface roughness of thick strain-relaxed
buffer layers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have described a mechanism for ordering
of nanoscale InP islands on strained InxGa12xP buffer layers
on GaAs substrate. The InP clusters are accumulated on top
of surface ridges aligned into the^110& crystal directions. A
calculation of the surface displacement using the Airy stress
function in the isotropic approximation shows that the sur-
face undulations which cause the strong alignment along
@110# originate from multiple dislocations with the same
Burgers vector. We attribute the preferential nucleation of
InP clusters on top of the surface ridges to density fluctua-
tions in the wetting layer originating from the diffusion of
surface adatoms in the stress field of misfit dislocations.
Within the scope of the presented data we conclude that the
self-organized accumulation of islands reflects the local
modulation of stress on the surface.
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